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TDF Presentation

Who we are
As transparent and impartial facilities operator, over the last forty years or more we have
helped digital firms in mainland France and French overseas territories meet their
strategic transmission goals, backed by three divisions: Telecoms, Fiber and TV/Radio.

Telecoms
Telecoms equipment installation
and operation

Fiber
Optical fiber installation in rural
areas

TV/Radio
Digital Terrestrial Television
and radio broadcasting
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Who we are

2,300 customers

As impartial and open facilities
operator,

we

build

19,000 sites

superfast

broadband, media and telecoms
coverage throughout France. For
radio

and

DTT

broadcasting,

mobile ultra high-speed mobile
coverage and rolling out optical
fiber, we bring clients a mix of
unique

and

ground-breaking

technology and an exceptionally
widespread local presence.
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In an ever more connected world,
we allow telecoms and media companies
to connect the French regions and people
everywhere and faster.
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Our Story

A few figures

€687.2 million 2020 revenues broken down as follows:

Other
1%

Radio
16%

Telecoms
54%
TV
26%

Fiber
3%
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A few figures
1,500 TDF SAS FTE employees

22%
78%
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Olivier Huart's pledge
TDF CEO
2020 was unlike any other year. While Covid-19 kept people physically apart
from each-other, we managed to introduce new ways of working so that our
people could stay in touch with their colleagues, customers, partners and
suppliers, while ensuring everyone’s safety.
Since the pandemic’s initial outbreak, our operations have never stopped.
Throughout France our people have stepped up to the plate to carry on
broadcasting DTT and digital radio and install mobile telecoms and fiber
networks. Such work is more than ever vital for the everyday lives of French
people, particularly those self-isolating.
As we have done every year since 2015, we uphold our CSR pledges and
activities. Our 2020 Communication on Progress confirms our determination
to achieve our goals.
With regard to human rights, in 2020 we met our pledge to help bridge the digital divide. DTT and FM
radio cemented their place in French homes. This bears out how terrestrial broadcasting platforms are
holding up extremely well. Meanwhile, construction of new telecoms networks stepped up a gear
seeking to bring fixed and mobile coverage to the length and breadth of mainland and overseas France,
and in particular to rural areas.
Turning to social inclusion and vocational training, while initially planned fiber job training courses in
2020 had to be postponed due to lockdowns, we and our partners made every effort to keep going and
reschedule courses whenever possible. Hiring local jobseekers wherever we roll out fiber is one of our
goals.
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Regarding international labour standards,
our overarching priority has been and will
always be to keep our people safe. To do so,
we have taken exceptional steps. The
business also invested in communication
devices to keep managers constantly
informed and so that staff could stay in
touch with each-other, an all-important
factor. What’s more, ever mindful of the
public purse, we did not draw on
government
handouts
and
furlough
schemes. In 2020 we implemented the
gender equality staff agreement that we
signed in 2019, thereby complying with the
Parental Act. Lastly, our teams continued to
welcome young trainees and sandwich
course students and we continued to
support charities active in furthering gender
equality and diversity.

With regard to environmental matters, we learned
lessons from our 2019 solar panel trials and
decided to install panels on a hundred or so
telecom masts beginning in 2021. We should be
immensely proud of our progress here as it
represents a further step forward in cutting our
carbon footprint.
Regarding anti-corruption measures, we tightened
existing rules. Training courses were maintained
by adopting online remote learning due to
lockdown restrictions.
With regard to expanding digital coverage that is a
basic need for people these days, we continued to
help bring this about. Once again this year, I am
proud to uphold TDF’s pledge to support the UN
Global Compact’s 10 principles and to adopt them
in our CSR policy and with our people.”
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TDF Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy

TDF CSR Policy
TDF published its CSR policy in May 2019.

 The policy underpins and structures all TDF’s
CSR activities.
 It raises the profile of the steps we take and
highlights our pledges and progress to all our
stakeholders.
 It unites our people.

Everyone can view our CSR policy, in French or English, at www.tdf.fr
“Our Pledges” heading
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TDF CSR Policy
The CSR Policy breaks down into four broad topics covering twelve pledges

Each pledge comes with
performance indicators.
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CSR governance
In 2020, TDF introduced a CSR steering committee.

This committee comprises the CEO and a representative from each
business unit & department.
It is organized and run by the EH&S-CSR department, which oversees
Group-wide CSR activities.
The committee’s duties include:
 Distributing CSR news and stories
 Reviewing project progress
 Writing CSR strategy
Engineering and Rollout Director Rémi Kaeppelin said: “When we meet steering committee
members we talk together and this gives a chance to look back at the journey we have
come, the distance we’ve still got to travel and the roadmap that we will together adopt”.
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CSR activities
In 2020 like every year, TDF sponsored the European Sustainable
Development Week. The EH&S-CSR department produced six TDF staff
newsletters broken down into four headings.

TDF News to give stories about the company’s CSR activities.
Challenge of the day to take on ecofriendly practices at
home and at work.

A quiz on TDF’s sustainable
development and CSR policy
tested what staff knew.

The good news to zoom in on good CSR actions that stand
out.
Wish to go further to get people thinking about sustainable
development and CSR.

2,746
Newsletter views

“The material we gave staff was necessary and very inspiring.
There was a load of news about CSR initiatives and practical tips
so that everyone can do their bit in their daily lives and try to
treat the planet a bit better.” Ysabelle Cochemé, PR projects
manager
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Award
In 2020, the Global Real Estate Sustainability

97/100
TDF CSR performance score

Benchmark (GRESB) gave TDF an award
 TDF, top of the 2020 “Infrastructure
Category” world ranking
 6th place worldwide in all categories overall
 TDF nominated Sector Leader with five stars
for its top ranking

What is GRESB?
GRESB,

a

leading

Arcus Infrastructure Partners (TDF shareholder) Partner Christopher

rating

agency,

Ehrke and Senior Investment Director Romain Roirand said: “We are
very grateful to TDF for signing up to the GRESB assessment. We’d like

validates, scores and benchmarks ESG

to congratulate the staff for their top-class 2020 results that reflect

performance data from corporations

the quantity and quality of ESG everyday work. This also provides

and produces an annual ranking.

tangible evidence of the staff’s wholehearted buy-in to continuous
improvement. TDF should be immensely proud of their achievement
and we can but urge them to carry on down their path. (11/13/20
press release extract)
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2020 News

In 2020, TDF took steps and conducted
projects that boosted digital connectivity installing telecoms, fiber, DTT and radio
transmission infrastructure - throughout
France.

2020 FIGURES
300+
masts erected for telecoms operators

260,000+
optical fiber plugs built

The French watched TV
DTT

20 minutes more a day
(and up to 1 hr 10 mins more during
lockdown)
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Our ongoing operations: people and citizen
responsibility
TV/ radio broadcasting and mobile/fixed infrastructure operations are essential
services for people in mainland and overseas France. They turned out to be even
more vital during the pandemic, be that to enable home working or for
entertainment in locked-down regions.

A Business Continuity Plan was
introduced

Staff protective and support measures
were introduced

Infrastructure
installation
continued to improve France’s
digital coverage
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TDF’s solidarity with local municipalities
facing exceptional events
In 2020, TDF had to cope both with extreme weather events that had far-reaching
consequences in South-Eastern France, and with site fires caused by arsonists. TDF staff
reacted faultlessly and stepped up to the plate.
Ready-to-go at all times serving
municipalities and the general public

local

Arsonists set fire to our Marseille - Etoile site
during the night of Nov 30/ Dec 1, which
deprived close to 3.5 million people from DTT
and radio.

Following extreme bad weather in South-Eastern
France on October 3, 2020, our people worked nonstop to get 4G mobile phone, DTT and radio services
back up and running in the Roya, Vésubie and Tinée
valleys that were laid waste by Storm Alex.

This was an evil act that all TDF people
managed to cope with by a massive joint
effort, which bears out our extraordinary
commitment towards the general public.

What’s more, as requested by Radio France, we
managed to expand France Bleu Azur broadcasting to
storm-hit areas.
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Fiber
Background
Since 2017 four French counties trust TDF to roll out, operate and market optical fiber
in sparsely populated areas of Val d’Oise, Les Yvelines, Indre-et-Loire, Loir-et-Cher and
Maine-et-Loire.

These contract wins prompted us to form four TDF subsidiaries.
Banque des Territoires holds minority equity stakes in three subsidiaries.
TDF is committed to
o

Serving 750 households
and firms

o

Covering 929 communities

o

Prioritizing local jobs by investing
heavily in fiber job, social inclusion
and vocational training.
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Fiber
Rollout
Launched 2018, fiber installation work carried on.

Trenching work for the
transmission
receiving
system

Taking fiber underground

Crane work to install a fiber connection node, a key premarketing step.
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Fiber
Keeping the public and business informed
In order to inform the local public and business of upcoming fiber services and network
signing up terms , information meetings attended by operators were held throughout 2020
while sticking closely to Covid guidelines.

The public meetings were filmed and aired live online.
Local

inhabitants

involved

asked

operator

representatives questions thanks to a chat platform.

700+

connections (including catch-up)
for the July 2020 meeting held in
the Perray-en-Yvelines townhall
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Fiber
Cédric O visit to Val d’Oise
November 23, 2020, Cédric O, Digital Secretary of State, went to Val d’Oise for a
visit to officially open the Val d’Oise Fibre fiber network.

Accompanied by local elected officials
and Val d’Oise Fibre representatives, the
Secretary of State visited the installed
optical connection node in Méry-sur-Oise.
The various installation steps were
presented to him.

Cédric O also visited a fiber-connected
firm before going to the Hub Nikola Tesla
training center, which offers superfast
network
installation
job
training
and ‘smart city’ development training.
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Fiber
Ferme de la Motte official opening
Ferme de la Motte, the first business to be connected to the Val de Loire Fibre network.

October 2, 2020, the Ferme de la Motte fiber connection was
officially opened attended by Jacqueline Gourault, Minister of
Regional Cohesion and Local Municipality Relations, Marc Fesneau,
Minister of Relations with Parliament and Citizen Participation,
Bernard Pillefer, Chairman of the Val de Loire Numérique open joint
syndicate, Julie-Agathe Bakalowicz, Banque des Territoires regional
director, and Cyril Gasc, TDF Fiber BU director.

Based in Talcy (Loir-et-Cher), this farming and food production business had urgent
connection needs and had been placed in a high priority area. It was connected to the
network on March 10, 2020 just in time for the first lockdown.
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Mobile phone infrastructure
Service centers to ramp up local digital coverage

300 masts
erected in
2020
including 34
during the first
lockdown.

In 2020 despite lockdowns, installation work never stopped.
These masts, which are spread across France, enable
telecom operators to ramp up rollout of their networks.
They can also be shared between several operators and
so minimize their quantity.
Since the 2016 launch of the new mast construction
program, TDF has erected 1,100 masts.
Lifting a lattice mast in
Seine-et-Marne

Lifting a monotube mast in
south-western France

Jean-Louis Mounier BU TowerCo joint general manager,
said: “During this pandemic that hit us all really hard , all on-site staff

TowerCo BU joint general manager Roland Chedlivili

stepped up to the plate and continued to work on the installation so

said: “We are fully aware of our people’s outstanding dedication

that all French people can stay in touch with their loved ones via

to overcome sometimes very tricky problems and we salute

telecom networks and keep their spirits up as best as possible.”

them wholeheartedly”.
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Overseas
In 2020, TDF opened more sites up to telecom operators in the French overseas territories.

Lifting the “Petite Ile” mast - Reunion Island, October 2020

Bragelone Guadeloupe, January 2020
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Mobile phone infrastructure
2020, a year at high speed

150
projects in
progress
at Dec 31,
2020

Improving indoor mobile coverage in public places like metros, train stations, shopping malls,
theaters and offices is hugely challenging for phone operators and users.
Having signed a 2017 agreement, SNCF Gares & Connexions awarded TDF an exclusive contract to build and
install pooled telecom equipment in its 3,000 train stations and to market them to mobile network
operators. Under this agreement, mobile network operators can improve and step up coverage in stations
where millions of people pass every day.
During 2020, two operators joined the TDF pooled equipment in Lille
Station that hugely improved their networks’ service quality. Other
operators also signed up such that they too will very shortly offer
better services to users.
Our people stepped up studies and station visits in 2020 despite being
sorely hampered by lockdowns.

Project staff in Lille-Flandres Station

Equipment switch-on in Toulouse Matabiau station took place in
December 2020 attended by two operators.
Work was also begun in Marseilles, Lyon Part-Dieu and Aix TGV
stations and recently in Mans, Metz and Dijon stations for various
operators.
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Mobile phone infrastructure
Rocade L2
This groundbreaking project sets out to step up
superfast connectivity on the A507 urban highway
(“Rocade L2”), an extremely busy road in
Marseilles.
Under an agreement with SRL2 (Société Rocade
L2), TDF is the sole contact with the project
manager and helps mobile operators roll out their
superfast coverage over 6 miles of road including
nine tunnels and tunnel-link trenches.
Antenna and system installation work began in
fourth quarter 2020 and will be completed during
2021.

Superfast Mobile Broadband: uninterrupted service
and new digital uses
The advent of superfast mobile broadband brings
about uninterrupted mobile phone services for
users throughout Rocade L2. It will soon usher in
new uses like driverless cars.

SRL2 CEO Gilles Rakoczy said: “We really care about delivering
best-in-class user service and with the government’s agreement
we contracted with TDF to install top-quality mobile coverage
throughout Rocade L2 including in tunnels. The new
connectivity is a huge benefit, greatly enhances L2 user service
and paves the way for future smart and driverless car
developments.” (Extract from Oct 12, 2020 press release)
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Digital Terrestrial Television
After mainland France in 2018 & 2019, TDF staff completed DTT frequency switchovers in
Moorea & Tahiti, while minimizing disturbance for TV viewers.

This French government
project consisted of freeing
up the 700 MHz frequency
band that hitherto had been
used to transmit DTT, and
transferring it to telecoms
operators.

DTT national project manager Anne Faugeras said: “The main

TDF brought together specifically selected
people for every phase before, during and the
days following frequency switchover. People
from many different backgrounds were
involved
including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Around 5 TDF engineers
Numerous experts and support staff
Central and regional management teams
Suppliers
Subcontractors
ANFR & CSA (French government agencies)
Media

hurdles were the remote location and the time difference, let
alone the pandemic. We managed to buy in supplies early
enough to cope with any travel problems. Our staff were
working days (in Tahiti) and nights (in mainland France) to
ensure the project’s success.”
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Digital Terrestrial Television
Creating and broadcasting a DTT local event channel
In October 2020 for the 2nd year running, during the run-up to the Rendez-vous de l’Histoire
festival, TDF and Rendez-vous de l’Histoire teamed up to create a local DTT pop-up channel.

Held every year in Blois and
open to the public, this festival
is a favorite place to meet
historians, who come to talk
about their views, present their
writings and debate their
arguments with a view to
furthering historical research
and knowledge.

People in Loir-et-Cher and Indre-et-Loire could watch this
pop-up channel in 2019 and in 2020 it became available to
Loiret inhabitants.
So TDF set up a unique and innovative broadcasting system
in France, from its Tours - Chissay, Blois and Orléans -Trainou
transmitters.
We carried out the tech aspects, including formatting, production
management, programing and so on, and broadcasting, working
closely with Rendez-vous de l’Histoire and Tours University, which
provided content and took care of photography.

Nouvelle République article
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Digital Radio
Launch of DAB+ broadcasting in Bordeaux and Arcachon
Since November 5, Bordeaux and Arcachon metropolitan areas receive DAB+ (Digital Audio
Broadcasting). So, on top of FM radio, we now broadcast DAB+ for twenty-six Bordeaux and
thirteen Arcachon radio stations.
To ensure uninterrupted service, we broadcast DAB+ from our
Bordeaux Bouliac and Camicas Teste-de-Buch transmitters.
Our people carried out further comprehensive tech installations within tight
deadlines. The work involved consisted of installing a new antenna system
on both TDF sites in question, plus a multiplexing cell together with related
transmitters. Work to upgrade the equipment, including regarding energy
consumption and ventilation, also had to be carried out.

DAB+ delivers top-class sound quality
and an expanded and free radio
offering. To listen to DAB+ radio,
people must have a DAB+-enabled
radio set or car radio.

DAB+ development director Jérôme Hirigoyen said: “It really was a great
technical feat in Bouliac. We had to lift the DAB+ antenna and its specific machinery
upwards of 530 feet and put it into the mast without affecting other broadcasting
services. And we had to innovate in Arcachon-Camicas by designing a DAB+ antenna
that we put just above the FM dish on the same support.”
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Radio
New Drive-In radio offering
Event management firms have adapted to Covid by giving drivers and passengers a
chance to listen to shows in-car.

With Drive-In that offers event
coverage, we support our customers
as they roll it out.

So, drivers and passengers can listen to concerts, music festivals,
church services, lottery results and other events in their cars.
36

1
Human Rights

We ask our subsidiaries to promote and
uphold global human rights and make sure
they are not complicit in human rights
abuses.
In 2020, we made progress in our pledge to complete fixed and mobile digital
coverage working with local municipalities, both in mainland and overseas
France. Indeed, rolling out telecoms, fiber and mobile phone infrastructure
does not just enhance a place’s appeal, it also helps narrow the gap between
urban and rural people.

Code of Ethics
Since 2011, TDF has had a Code of Ethics that is
frequently updated.
The Code of Ethics is available in English and French
on the TDF website https://www.tdf.fr/groupe/nosengagements.
It is appended to the company bylaws and sent to
our stakeholders.

Whistleblowing Scheme
"Since 2016, the Whistleblowing Scheme allows
Group staff to report when they are personally
aware of:

• Any serious breach in the Code of Ethics, our

Group anti-corruption policy or any applicable
national or international law (including crimes
and misdemeanors);

• Any threat or serious harm to the public interest.
The Whistleblowing Scheme complies with the
French Sapin II Act.
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Bridging the digital divide
TDF continues activities to help local municipalities
TDF has a Company contacts and advisors network and a local municipality newsletter. In
2020, this network went from 8 to 24 advisors in mainland and overseas France so as to
better inform, advise and respond to local municipality requests meeting their needs as
closely as possible.
Network of local municipality advisors
“Backed by an extremely widespread local presence, involving both our people and masts, we are ideally
placed to really grasp local municipality needs and to respond with local solutions. We manage to build
long-lasting digital coverage based on ongoing talks between elected officials and our local municipality
advisors. Alain Komly, TDF VP Relations with Local Municipalities

Local municipality newsletter
 4th year of distribution
 Three 2020 editions, including one special
Marseilles edition
 Circulation: 2,000
 More educational videos so that elected officials
and local municipalities are better informed.
 View online at www.tdf.fr, and on subscription
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Bridging the digital divide
TDF continues activities in partnership with local municipalities
In 2020, TDF staff took part in a few trade shows targeting elected officials and
local municipalities, that went ahead despite Covid.
To comply with Covid guidelines, most trade
shows took place online: a virtual stand in
Deauville, a virtual stand & avatar in RuraliTIC,
presentation video, speeches and more.
Local municipalities and TDF took the novel
online setting in their stride and had good talks
about local digital coverage.
Local digital service reliability, 5G’s arrival and
turnaround plans were the primary 2020 talking

•

Virtual Deauville Public Initiative Network convention

points.

•

15th RuraliTIC in Aurillac

•

Université du Très Haut Débit - Les Sables-d’Olonne

•

Avicca Autumn trip - Paris

•

Assises du Numérique - Yvelines
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
In conjunction with rolling out fiber, TDF provides jobs to local people, is involved in
occupational training and improves the job prospects of unemployed people.
Taking part in rolling out fiber infrastructure is a unique personal and job experience. This massive
program aims to bolster the business appeal of French regions, especially rural areas, and helps foster
further economic growth in respect of healthcare, schools, the environment, etc.

In Val d’Oise, TDF is involved with the Ecouen county
training center called Hub Nikola Tesla.
In Les Yvelines, TDF partners EA ITEDEC, the
Aubergenville Training Center.
In Anjou, TDF has opened three training centers.
In Val de Loire, TDF has developed two fiber
profession mobile training platforms that it has
provided to fiber vocational training organizations.

TDF
commitments
We seek to support our
suppliers who need specialized
and trained workers.
We also undertake to help give
disadvantaged
unemployed
people job prospects by training
them in digital technologies
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
The initial 2020 training schedule was completely blown off course by the Covid
lockdown.

21

Available
training courses

Training manager Eric Florin

Trainees trained

said: “We managed to catch up
virtually the entire backlog caused by
the

total

business

shutdown

immediately followed by the summer
vacation, by pulling out all the stops
and calling on our partners wherever
we do business. We are working flat
out to reschedule training courses
depending on lockdown restrictions”.

277

101,413

Training hours

191,470
Induction hours
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
In Les Yvelines, TDF partners the Aubergenville Training Center.

The Île-de-France Regional Business Partners
Employment

Association

(“CREPI”)

and

Yvelines Fibre put on three sessions for young
people to find out more about fiber jobs.

Program:
What is an optical fiber network?
How does it work?
What are the various fiber jobs?
What training courses are there?
What job opportunities are there?
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
In Val d’Oise, TDF supports vocational training and jobseekers.
Val d’Oise Fibre sponsors Hub Nikola Tesla, a tech vocational training platform of the Val
d’Oise Digital Association.

GRETA, DUCRETET & Académie des Télécoms run
vocational training courses throughout the year
based on the shared platform of Val d’Oise
Numérique, which represents Villa Medici in France.

We increasingly join forces with other local firms rolling out fiber to
provide vocational training for sandwich course trainees and new hires.
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
In February 2020, 11 sandwich course trainees joined the “FttH professional qualification
Certificate” course given by the Segré-en-Anjou-Bleu Anjou Fibre training center.
Over eight months the students learned to
connect up fibers inside buildings and on
roads to control optical connection quality.
Sandwich course learning with our partners
responsible for rolling out fiber in France.

A great chance for the jobseekers involved to land a stable long-term job. Indeed, once the course is over and
if they pass out sufficiently well, trainees can expect to work for Anjou Fibre’s business partners. This will help
meet strong labor demand caused by the need to bring fiber to all French homes.
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber Training: Pass’Fibre
Pass’Fibre lets jobseekers try out a fiber
technician job for a single day. This involves
worksite visits and practical workshops on
real-life cable pulling and fiber soldering at
three Anjou Fibre training centers in Baugéen-Anjou, Segré-en-Anjou-Bleu and Doué-enAnjou.

Business partners
Trainee benefits
-

Training with qualification

-

Corporate internship

-

A job with a business partner
47

Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training: Pass Fibre Figures

17

arranged half or full
days

23-year-old Antoine, an AFPR trainee
working for Sogetrel, said: “This day was
fun because I found out what fiber is all
about, everything was pretty well explained.
I really liked soldering because you’ve got to
be detailed and thorough. Right now I’m an
AFPR trainee with Sogetrel and I’m glad this
means I work in a real company and learn
how to do things properly. I guess they’ll
probably offer me a temporary job and who
knows, maybe a permanent job after that.”

11

83
trainees

21

trainees on the Parcours Fibre course
at the training center or with our
business partners.

people on the
Parcours Fibre course
waiting list.
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Bridging the digital divide
Fiber training
To satisfy fiber rollout manpower needs, Val de Loire Fibre funds and operates two fiber job
mobile tech training platforms.
In 2020, two mobile training
platforms were used by four
training organizations:
o

AFPA in Tours,

o

AFPA in Blois,

o

Les Compagnons du Devoirs in
Tours,

o

L’Académie des Télécoms at the
Saint-Pierre-des-Corps

training

center in Saint-Etienne

Coming to people’s doorsteps, these
roving training platforms are designed to
foster local jobs and boost jobseekers’
prospects to land jobs.

o

Truck trailer

o

13 meters long

o

Can take up to 12 trainees
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2
International Labour Standards

We ask our subsidiaries to:
o Comply with freedom of association and collective wage
bargaining rights.
o Help eliminate forced and compulsory labor.

o Encourage the effective abolition of child labor.

o Encourage elimination of any job and work-related
discrimination.
With regard to 2020’s Covid pandemic, we strove to ensure our people remained
safe, while staying in touch with them and upholding their quality of life at work.

Working at TDF means
Covid adjustments
In 2020, as a result of government measures taken to combat Covid, especially the
lockdowns, the vast majority of our people did not go to their usual workplaces and
had to make big changes to their daily lives. From the first lockdown onwards, we
took various steps to support our staff, which included:

o

Regular emails about home working

o

Holding E-cafés to stay in touch

o

A specific management support scheme via two webinars and joint development
workshops.

o

Adding a new “Remote manager during the pandemic” section to TDF’s training website
including tips, best practices, articles and downloadable webinars

o

Introducing remote doctor visits and REHALTO mental health helpline

o

Online fitness sessions

o

Information to help staff relax, defend themselves, cook and more

Results of a work methods and timing poll
among staff conducted by the HR department
during summer 2020. 700 employees and
managers replied to the poll.

Since 2012, TDF staff enjoy home working. In 2020, over 1,000 more staff turned to home
working due to Covid.
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Working at TDF means
Covid adjustments
In 2020, we ramped up communication with our people to support them in their daily lives:





HR department emails to tell them about current rules and
guidelines, aid schemes, mental health support and more
Support and information webinars for all staff and managers
Specific newsletters
Covid-specific website covering:
• Applicable instructions per site type
• Guidelines - handwashing, mask wearing
• Picture reports of secured sites where staff work
• Covid contacts per site and so on

Over 80 emails
Were sent to staff (of which 41 mid-march to
end May) covering Covid-related measures and
instructions.
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Working at TDF means
Covid adjustments
Despite lockdowns, TDF senior management and trade unions continued to talk.
To cope with the situation
Weekly meetings were held with all trade unions to talk about new working methods.
Various Zoom meetings were held with staff representatives in order to maintain labor relations.
A French Unilateral Employer Decision (“DUE”) was taken due to Covid, which allowed:
• Covid-19 sick leave to attract full time off-in-lieu and profit share
• Support for staff volunteering for the emergency services/firefighters/military by giving them paid time
off to do so.

Maintaining labor relations
Despite Covid, 2020 featured signature of two new collective staff agreements relating to healthcare
and casualty insurance coverage.
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Working at TDF means
Dialog
Every year throughout January, TDF senior management wish staff a
happy new year.
In 2020, around a dozen meetings were held involving nearly 1,000-plus staff in
mainland and overseas France.
At these meetings management give
staff a summary of the past year and
talk about prospects for the
upcoming year.

Rennes 1/9/20
TDF Campus 1/22/20
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Working at TDF means
Dialog
In 2020, TDF rolled out a new interactive intranet for staff.


This 9-month project came about from teamwork throughout
the whole Company:
o Business representatives and future users took part in six
design workshops;
o Around 30 contributers wrote content;
o User instructions were added that covered all needs;
o A change management procedure was followed involving
training, help, emails, videos and more.



Designed as a website, the new intranet has a more intuitive and user-friendly interface
offering additional functionality like accessible for smartphones and tablets, interactivity
(e.g. likes & comments), photos, videos, social media and so on.



In June 2020, a competition was held so that staff could submit their ideas as to the
intranet’s future name. We received 300-plus name ideas. Under a final vote staff chose
the name “TDF&Moi” (TDF & Me).
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Working at TDF means
Being welcomed
Every new hire throughout the Group receives
the same three-phase induction program.
When they join, new hires receive a welcome email
from the HR Director including a welcome video
from the CEO plus an induction pack so they can
find out about TDF’s businesses and have access to
practical and helpful details for their daily jobs.
"TDF visits" for small groups of new staff so that
they see Paris region and other production sites,
better grasp our business and operations, while
fostering contacts and relations between them and
local management.

Due to 2020’s pandemic, TDF Visits
and the TDF Evening unfortunately
had to be cancelled.

35 new hires in
2020

"TDF Evening " so that everyone can get together
in a friendly, informal and light-hearted setting and
get to know senior managers and Executive
Committee members on a personal level.
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Working at TDF means
Being welcomed
Welcoming interns & sandwich
course trainees

In 2020, 31 new interns & sandwich
course trainees underwent two
remote induction sessions in order to
introduce them to the Company.

They were provided a dedicated
communication line so they could chat
between themselves since they could
no longer meet up together on site.

Induction Packs
We give staff three induction packs as follows:
o

Every new hire gets an induction pack that seeks to give all
practical details for people’s everyday jobs so they rapidly feel
at home in the company

o

Managers pack comprising best practices and real-life examples
to help them assume management of their team

o

Sandwich course tutors and interns pack to help them cope with
everything that comes their way during their work.

Angélique Ollivier, HR department sandwich course trainee, said: “Right now I’m in my last year of a
HR Management Masters course with IGS-RH and I’ve been working part time at TDF since September
2020. From the very outset, the various people I’ve encountered listen to me and take time out to show
me the countless aspects of their jobs. The interns & sandwich course trainee webinar was a great way
to boost our enthusiasm and show us details about the business operations. My job lets me work
autonomously on varied Group-wide projects. This is a fantastic base for me to do well in a future job.”
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - EH&S policy
Environment health & safety (EH&S) policy
TDF pursues business operations and achieving operational targets in
keeping with its values and EH&S regulatory compliance. This
commitment comes from top down in the company based on a Charter
that everyone can view.
The charter and the policy represent our pledge to adhere to EH&S
regulations and improve.
The EH&S policy is based on the following risk
management issues:
•

Health & Safety,

•

Labor conditions.

•

Facility Security,

•

Environmental conservation.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely – EH&S policy during the pandemic
In 2020, we applied our EH&S policy taking required Covid-related measures and rapidly adapting
government guidelines to our specific circumstances.

Objectives:
• Introduce and carry out planned actions that ensure TDF staff and partners’ health and safety
• Assure the Company’s operational and financial continuity.

EH&S-CSR department manager Romain Chemet said:”The pandemic has brought out a real sense
of unity and teamwork to cope with this unprecedented crisis together. We quickly set up a weekly oversight
committee to review latest covid news and take action accordingly. In just a couple of weeks we came up with
new ways of working safely, based on rules in offices and new guidelines in our on-site operations. We
distributed loads of PPE and often communicated with all our stakeholders. I am extremely thankful to everyone
involved who really stepped up to the plate during the tough times to ensure all staff stayed healthy and safe.”
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Working at TDF means
Working safely – EH&S policy during the pandemic
When lockdown restrictions were eased from May 2020, TDF reorganized working practices to uphold
the staff pact and keep them all safe.

business

Laid on manager workshops to share

Introduced

committee meetings to approve

best practices & problems encountered,

working and on-site presence, taking

organizational

and introduce suitable solutions.

due account of employees’ personal

Held

staff

and

measures

for

all

days

home

situation.

resuming on-site work.

Provided

alternate

necessary

PPE

like

Gave staff helpline numbers so they could

handwashing fluid, thermal body cameras,

get remote medical advice and mental

masks and more

health assistance
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Working at TDF means
Working safely – During the pandemic

Protective screen in
reception

Direction arrow, hand wash
dispenser, used mask bin

Thermal body camera

Poster to restrict the
number of people in a
meeting room

Ground markings for proper
social distancing

Hand wash dispenser

Covid instructions poster

Clean-it wipes near shared
equipment (e.g. printers
etc.)
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Working at TDF means
Working safely – Masked and helping others
To upgrade all staff’s protection and to help the Institut Pasteur, TDF ordered 20,000 fabric
face masks made from Charlieu fabrics.
These masks were put into 5-mask batches by
ITEA (an ITAS Group subsidiary employing 15
disabled workers).
This order meant we could pull off a charitable
operation under the slogan “1 mask = 1 donation
to the Institut Pasteur”.
In total, €5,000 was raised from Charlieu fabrics
and handed to the Institut Pasteur for our 20,000mask order.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - DUER
The 'DUER' (standard risk assessment form) is
updated every year pursuant to regulations.
Preparing prior year results gives staff indications for updating the
next year's prevention plan.

In 2020, seven DUER taskforce meetings were held with CSSCT
(H&S and labor conditions committee) representatives that
resulted in:

Objective:
Zero serious
accidents

o The DUER being updated whenever there was a big change in
lockdown restrictions - new lockdown & lockdown easing in
March and May - and the second lockdown in the fall.
o 14 risk sheets being updated
o Thermal risk being added (during hot weather)

Accessing the DUER was also made easier.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Inductive method
The inductive method comes on top of TDF's two existing risk analysis steps,
namely analyze work accidents / near misses and DUER.

The method focuses on 4 big TDF
risks

The inductive method aims to identify
rare and potentially serious situations
that fell between the cracks during the

o Road risk

first two steps.

o Electrical risk

Engineers, managers and the EH&S

o Risk of heights

team work together to pinpoint fast

o Subcontractor risk

and easy solutions to mitigate risk.

Completion of inductive method steps is tracked on the annual
risk prevention program.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - workplace first-aiders
TDF has a team of 266 workplace first-aiders.

o The team is run by EH&S managers in each region.
o Workplace first-aiders undergo regularly updated
first aid training so they can intervene as fast as
possible whenever there is an accident, fall or
medical emergency at work.
o Flash news, including a reminder of proper steps to
take, are regularly sent to them to keep them aware
of latest first aid best practices.

One 2020 flash news focused on specific
Covid-related recommendations.
We also developed an app so that all
our people can look up the names and
contact details of the nearest firstaiders.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Subcontractor safety audits
Under the Group EH&S policy, TDF engineers carry out safety audits at
subcontractors’ premises.
The purpose of such audits is to:
• Build a H&S culture among subcontractors
• Ensure subcontractors working at TDF sites comply with safety rules.
• Shut down worksites where a serious and imminent risk is found

616
safety
audits
carried out
in 2020

Eric Chargy, TDF Group EH&S Manager “At TDF these audits are a

safety requirement for outside firms and they bring about future safety
improvements as we saw in 2019 and 2020. We’ve found that people are
more safety-conscious in their behavior, while TDF auditors are more
highly skilled and are now entitled to stop worksite operations and
demand outside firms change behavior. We’ve also noticed fewer and less
serious breaches of the rules: rule breach quantities are down 50% and
just 5% of worksite stoppages lead to on-site workers being expelled”.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Subcontractor safety audits
Under the EH&S policy, TDF engineers carry out safety audits at subcontractors’
premises.

Circet QSE manager Loïc Grincourt
said: “TDF’s policy has cemented safety compliance
among our staff and our subcontractors, at all our
worksites. We at Circet have also had our worksites
audited for many years, both by internal and external
auditors. These worksite audits set out to check
worksite rules are properly applied, upgrade workers’
safety skills and update our safety knowledge and
tools. We also carry out audits at TDF sites. Based on
findings of these audits, we prepare monthly analyses
meaning we can take steps to make staff aware of
areas for improvement. We share our analyses, the
results of which have improved over time, with TDF.
This teamwork points to both companies sharing a
robust safety culture”.

Operational engineer Corinne Vermeersch said: “Safety audits
begin as soon as I get to a site with an analysis, familiarizing myself
with the work underway and talking to the worksite manager, who
has to give me all safety documentation. I make sure all work
undertaken and workers present are properly registered in the
prevention plan and I then carry out testing of all permits and
licenses, including electric, work at heights, rope access technicians
and crane basket work. We occasionally have to close a worksite for
non-compliance with rules or a personal or equipment safety
problem has arisen. We do a vital job because we both guarantee
worker on-site safety and enable worksites to avoid equipment
deteriorating”.
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13
Safety
days in
2020

Working at TDF means
Working safely - Safety Weeks

Safety Weeks are organized every year by H&S managers in all regions. The objective is to
foster risk prevention among on-site maintenance staff.
The operation comprised two sections as follows:

In 2020, safety weeks took place remotely.

o

A section listing periodic checks of personal
anti-fall protective equipment and vehicle
emergency buttons, etc.

The addressed topic was chemical risk. The weeks
broke down into three phases:
o

Viewing a safety e-learning module.

An event section focusing on one or two key
themes.

o

Answering a knowledge questionnaire.

o

Questionnaire debrief and Q&A.

o

Following on from risk prevention rules for on-site workers, TDF
added chemical risk recommendations to its Safety Pocket Manual.
This manual brings together all our on-site intervention instructions. It
is given to our staff and those of outside firms.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely
We have introduced a procedure to protect staff from electromagnetic fields that is based on
current regulations and standards.
In 2020, the “Worker electromagnetic risk prevention on TDF sites” procedure was updated.
• This procedure complies with August 3, 2016 French decree
2016-1074 regarding TDF-managed sites. It covers TDF and
outside workers.
• It has been updated for latest changes to EU regulations NF EN
50496 (Determination of workers' exposure to electromagnetic
fields and assessment of risk at a broadcast site) and NF EN
50499 (Procedure for the assessment of the exposure of
workers to electromagnetic fields).
• It also introduces assessment of safety limits around actively
used steerable beam antennas, including for 5G mobile phone
networks.
• The new version is published and took effect from Dec 28, 2020.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely
TDF and its partners conduct studies into electromagnetic exposure.
Nature of indoor exposure
In 2020, together with Télécom Paris and based
on Chaire C2M, TDF undertook a study on the
nature of indoor exposure. The study factors in
both exposure from indoor equipment and that
from very high local use of handsets. The places
under review were mostly underground metro
stations, buildings etc.
The study consists of analyzing exposure data
caused by ceiling and panel antennas vs mobile
phone exposure based on traffic volume and
type, switched on/off antennas and mobility vs
fixed points.

Since 2017, TDF sponsors Chaire C2M.
https://chairec2m.wp.imt.fr/partenaires
In 2017 together with Chaire C2M, we started
writing a thesis about the nature of exposure
to electromagnetic fields in masts. Research,
the results of which were presented at BIOEM
2019, ended up at a ratio between exposure
limit numbers, which cannot be measured on
site, and electric field levels, which can be
measured on site.
Latest research results will soon be published
in Bioelectromagnetics.
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - GRIMP exercises
Every year, a few transmission sites serve as training grounds for French
county emergency services .
During these exercises emergency service staff carry out on-site evacuations of people and test how
human practices and equipment work in practice in dangerous environments while familiarizing
themselves with our sites.
October 2020, Aude county’s ‘GRIMP’ (dangerous
locations intervention group) practiced at our
Carcassonne site. GRIMP firefighters trained in a
location very close to real life. They practiced their
rescue techniques including securing and
evacuating a pretended victim from the mast’s first
level using rope.
Meanwhile
the
Meurthe-et-Moselle
GRIMP
simulated evacuating an employee stuck in a
broken-down lift at our Ludres site; this followed
an identical incident that occurred mid 2019 at
another TDF site.

In 2020, several exercises
took place in mainland and
overseas France
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Outdoors taskforce
In view of its business operations, TDF sits on the French
telecommunications accident prevention monitoring
commission reporting to HUMAPP*.
This joint commission is tasked with reporting latest
relevant issues.
Our action in this regard is a great help for large and small
telecoms businesses.

In 2020, HUMAPP focused on making Covid-19 prevention recommendations.
Worker safety managers also met up remotely to standardize measures to be introduced at
each pandemic stage, i.e. lockdown, unlocking and health crisis protocol.

*"HUMAPP (formerly Unetel-RST) is a trade association with a remit to uphold telecoms companies’ interests in labor
relations. source https://humapp.com/
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Working at TDF means
Working safely – Operator meetings
Every year, TDF safety managers and mobile phone operators meet up to talk about
their common safety problems and share best practices.

In 2020, 4 meetings were held on the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business continuity plan during the pandemic
Safety training management and priorities during the pandemic
Adding Covid meaures to safety documents exchanged between prevention plan worksite
firms
Radon risk,
Planning for 5G’s arrival
New hire induction corporate benchmarking
Review of project safety awareness courses
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Working at TDF means
Working safely - Road safety
In 2018, we joined the Rhône Road Safety Corporate Association and
made seven road safety pledges.
In 2020, we attended three meetings where association members talked about their various
experiences. We also take road safety steps in line with cross-ministerial guidelines of the
government’s 2018-2022 Plan.
What’s more, we often communicate to our people about road safety rules at work
and about best practices when driving their private cars. This year we communicated
about:
o Aquaplaning
o Falling asleep at the wheel
o Phoning when driving
o Mental stress including due to the pandemic
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
In May 2018 we signed a quality of life at work agreement with our trade unions.
Under this three-year agreement, Quality of Work Life (QWL) is given prominence in the
Company's HR practices. QWL aims to foster individual and collective staff well-being with a
view to boosting long-term performance. Our commitments under the agreement cover:

Raising everyone's involvement
in
promoting
QWL
by
introducing a specific training
course for all senior managers
and
executive
committee
members on managerial skills,
the right to switch off and
mental health risk prevention.

Work/life balance by ensuring a
right to switch off from work or to
choose the connection method by
issuing a charter, and offering
homework as an option.

Staff
health
and
wellbeing including information
meetings and preventive steps
about mental health risks and
road risks, while fostering
teamwork by running expression
groups.

Promoting charitable activities
(donating days off) and social pledge
o Additional leave permitted on full pay
for military reservist employees
o Joint activities continued with the
French army disabled veterans charity
which aims to help them find jobs

Quality of workplace seeking to
design a standard workplace
model
for future sites and
redevelop regional offices and
sites
including
connectivity
enhancements.
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
Make everyone a player in improving
QWL

Switch-off and connection
method charter

TDF supports all senior managers with a skills
development scheme.

TDF has a switch-off and connection method

o

freedom to plan their working hours as they

o

An online mobile learning "New QWLbased Management Style" course
Outside consultant-run workshops addressing:
o
o
o
o
o

Management emotional intelligence
Mental health risk prevention
Managing workload
Work / life balance
Nurturing, developing and retaining staff

charter. We want everyone to have the
see fit.
The right to switch off applies to all Company
staff including permanent, temporary and
sandwich course employees.

We have introduced a staff hotline in order to
prevent mental health problems.
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
French Quality of Work Life Week (QWL)
More than ever, the June 2020 Quality of Work Life Week was a big deal at TDF.
Our people’s daily lives were upended by Covid in many respects including home working, new labor
conditions, changed working hours and home schooling for children. Undergoing such a huge upheaval in
personal habits sometimes led to tiring people or stressing them.
We offer various forms of staff assistance so they can take the time they need to get used to how best to
work and to ensure top quality of work life.
Program:
o 2 webinars - work/life balance and sleep
management, staying vigilant and work speeds
o Guided meditation to boost confidence, peace and
concentration
o Wellness quiz to test people’s knowledge and pass
on tips about stress, food and mental & physical
health.
o Competition for the staff’s best photo board
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Working at TDF means
Wellness at work
For the third year in a row, we feature in the best employers ranking where
we came in 33rd spot in the High-Tech ranking. .

Capital Magazine once again teamed up with pollster Statista to
publish the "2020 French Best Employers” awards.
Following an anonymous and independent online poll from
October 20 to November 9, 2020, 20,000 employees and 2,100
firms were identified. This measured what staff thought of their
employer.
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Working at TDF means
Personal development
“Mobility 2020”

In the midst of the Covid-caused economic slump, TDF launched a project called
Mobility 2020. The goal was to reallocate responsibilities among staff by people
helping each-other, adopting part-time work and full time project work.

Our investment in our people resulted in 180+ in-house job transfers in 2020.
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Working at TDF means
Personal development
TDF 2020 training
o

€3.25 million spent on on-the-job training

o

70% of staff underwent training

o

Average 2.28 days training per employee

31% of the
training
program is
given by TDF
trainers

100-plus
TDF
trainers

An example
of TDF
passing on
tips and
know-how

In 2020, TDF launched its Corporate University
with three goals:
o Marry up skills development to corporate
strategy,
o Make training courses more flexible and straight
forward
o Put digital learning to good use.
This leads to career paths fostering mobility, special
attention paid to trainees’ experience, courses “any
time, anywhere on any device” and better support
for our projects..

In 2020, TDF trainers made a great effort to adapt
their training skills Digital learning in virtual classes has
become the new normal. This ubiquitous learning
method means trainees need help to get familiar with
the new online environment and communicating
remotely.
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Working at TDF means
Equality: 2017-2019 agreement review
In April 2017, senior management and all our trade unions signed a three-year
agreement on gender equality at work. Agreement review after three years

Hiring

Pay

Hire 45% women in permanent jobs and 40%
women in temporary jobs throughout the term
of the agreement.

The objective is to ensure
equal pay among men and
women within a +/- 2%
tolerance

The average
2017-2019 rate
was 26% in
permanent jobs
and 39% in
temporary jobs.

We also continued to sponsor the "Elles Bougent"
charity (see page 89 about the charity).

0.6% gap
between
average men
and women's
pay
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Working at TDF means
Equality: 2017-2019 agreement review
Vocational training

Work / life balance

TDF pledges to train at least 75% of
staff per year throughout the term of
the agreement.
The 2017 to 2019 rate was 99%.

Child care
23 Babilou chain nursery places were granted to staff
over the 3-year agreement term (64 places applied
for).

Aid for child care expenses
One employee received aid for her
child care expenses as a result of
unusual working hours sometimes
involving overnight stays .

Education
15 employees received during the agreement’s
three-year term an education aid allowance of up to
€100 per year per child from 4th grade to
baccalaureate.
4 employees received during the agreement’s threeyear term guidance aid amounting to €100 per child
from 3rd grade to baccalaureate.
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Working at TDF means
Equality: new 2020-2022 gender equality and parental entitlement agreement.
In November 2019,we signed a new staff agreement to uphold gender equality at work and
parental entitlements. All trade unions signed this agreement.
With a three-year term 2020 to 2022, this agreement
adds to existing staff benefits. It covers six broad topics
as follows:
- Hiring,
- Training,
- Career development,
- Pay,
- Parental entitlements,
- Corporate culture.
Christophe Maximilien, TDF Group Human Resources Director, said: “We have beefed up gender equality
measures. With this agreement, we continue to take steps striving to enhance staff quality of work life by
giving them a better work / life balance.”
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Working at TDF means
Equality: new 2020-2022 gender equality and parental entitlement agreement.
New agreement’s headline measures

Equality at every career step.
Recruitment:

Job promotion:

Pay:

Goal to hire more women to
male-dominated jobs by turning
to both outside recruitment
firms and stepping up in-house
job transfers.
Sponsoring charities like Elles
Bougent, and school and
university partnerships will be
ramped up to boost the number
of women in jobs mostly taken
by men.

Goal: at least one woman
on every management
commitee and that the
proportion of women on
every
management
commitee is at least
equivalent to the overall
share of women working
for the Company (2020:
22.7%).

Goal: men and women earn
the same amount and improve
the job equality index result. A
specific budget was set up to
make up for any pay gaps in
conjunction with the annual
compulsory pay bargaining
process.

Working at TDF means
Equality: new 2020-2022 gender equality and parental entitlement agreement.
New agreement’s headline measures

Supporting staff in their parental lives by enhancing their QWL
When on maternity leave,
women can reduce their
working hours and have
equipment to work from
home. Maternity leave has
been extended by four weeks
to a total of 20 weeks.

TDF staff parents can now
claim one month longer
parental leave at 50% of basic
pay.

TDF rolled over its contract
with the Babilou corporate
nursery chain. It now entitles
TDF staff to thirty places in the
nurseries for their 0 to 3 yearold children.

2020 also featured TDF signing up to #Parental
Act. Under this scheme, a second parent is
entitled to one month paternity leave or nursery
care on full pay.
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Working at TDF means
Equality: new 2020-2022 gender equality and parental entitlement agreement.
New agreement’s headline measures

Building staff awareness of equality at work and combating all forms of
discrimination and stereotypes.
March 9 through 13, 2020, the first equality at work and parents week was held in Company
premises when all staff learned about these issues. This week involved several events and
memos as follows:
o A conference about “Juggling career and being a parent”,
o Focus on the equality index,
o Presentation of our sponsorship of the “Elles Bougent” charity and interview with the
TDF mentors president,
o A self-evaluation quiz to stop and combat all forms of discrimination and stereotype,
o Daily awareness information about harassment, stereotyping and more is sent to staff
and we will issue new parental guidelines,
o Memos on parental entitlements and Babilou nursery place allocation campaign launch.
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Working at TDF means
Equality
As required, TDF has released
its gender equality index.

92/100

The index is calculated out of 100 points based on
the following indicators:

Our top class score bears out
how our HR policy promoting
gender equality that we
introduced several years ago
is paying off.
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Working at TDF means
Equality
As part of our gender equality policy, we have signed up to the "Elles Bougent” charity,
which strives to encourage girls to opt for science/engineering studies and jobs and to
debunk preconceived ideas of male professions.
The 14 TDF mentors have undergone
mentoring training and attend events to advise
female school pupils and students about their
job prospects and promote tech professions. In
2020, TDF mentors attended a meeting to
present and plan for future activities.

6 new
mentors
in 2020
Unfortunately, this year Covid prevented
female school pupils from meeting TDF
mentors as they normally do.

Supply chain manager Meryem Oudghiri Ormani said: “I signed up to be a mentor for the “Elles
bougent” charity to urge today’s female school pupils and students to aim for a better career. As for me, I have
come across a number of women during my career, who inspired me. I immediately realized possibilities were
endless and all that was needed to build a career was motivation, curiosity and self-belief combined. I would like in
my turn to give something back and take the time to help and inspire young girls. I want to tell them that girls
don’t have to choose traditional career paths . Most of all, they will have many opportunities in their lives and they
have to be bold and brave to seize them!
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Working at TDF means
Embracing diversity
Since 2018, TDF sponsors the charity Arpejeh.
The charity
Arpejeh, a charity under the French 1901
Act, is active in finding jobs for disabled
school pupils and students, equality of
opportunity and diversity.

In November 2020, Arpejeh took advantage
of the European Disability Employment Week
to present all its activities via a special
webinar it produced.

In 2020, 2 TDF
people were
involved
helping
youngsters.
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Working at TDF means
Embracing diversity
In November 2020, we once again signed up to the
European Disability Employment Week (EDEW).
This year, events were held online:
o An Arpejeh-run webinar presenting their activities to tempt TDF staff to come on
board
o A presentation given by TDF disabled people advisors
o A quiz to test people’s knowledge of disabled issues
o Daily information to build staff’s awareness about disabled workers
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Working at TDF means
Helping others
Founded in 1990, Jury Aide gives financial aid to France-based TDF Group employees, who
want to get involved in all forms of community life including culture, sports and charities.

2020 Jury Aide handed out aid to six people.
The funds raised will help to:
• Completely restore a 1961 Simca Ariane car, sale proceeds
of which will be fully donated to French charity Téléthon
2021;
• Produce personalized and standard booklets comprising
educational cartoon strips to help, explain to and reassure
children, who face having to undergo major surgery;
• Put on UNICEF Happy Puppets shows in schools;
• Buy 6 electronic targets for an air rifle club;
• Cultivate an orchard in the village of Baïla, Senegal;
• Arrange a cross-country skiing and biathlon training camp.
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Working at TDF means
Helping others

8
mentors

6 hosts

TDF sponsors the charity Article 1
The charity
Article 1 gives aid and support to pupils
and
students
from
deprived
backgrounds to succeed at school and
jobs. Since 2014, TDF sponsors
Passeport Avenir that in 2018 was
renamed Article 1. Article 1 was
formed from the merger of two
charities that used to combat
inequality of opportunity. Through its
activities, the charity seeks a society
where career choices, academic
success and jobs do not depend on
social, economic or cultural origins.

TDF people may sign up as mentor to
support a student throughout their
university
studies,
give
them
confidence and self-belief that they
can host group workshops that
Article 1 puts on to raise young
people's awareness of the business
world and actively help them pursue
their personal career path or give
them practical advice on how to get
ready for Grande Ecole (elite French
universities) oral entrance exams.

In 2020, TDF again launched a
mentor and host recruitment
campaign. A special webinar
produced for this purpose
enabled Article 1 managers
to present what was on offer.
Two TDF people, a mentor
and a host, talked about their
experiences. This webinar
also gave us a chance to sign
up further mentors and
hosts.

“Reality shows that youngsters, who don’t get an early leg-up, have little self-esteem and restricted ambitions. Article 1
really gets to grips with this issue and we intervene in classrooms to help young kids believe in themselves so they can
unleash their energy and meet their own goals in life. Every time, we have a wonderful experience that inspires me to
manage my people and plan for new training sessions.” Marc Antoine, Infrastructure Skills Hub Manager
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Working at TDF means
Helping others during the pandemic
In 2020, we took part in various charitable activities.
Environmentally friendly rubbish collections run by TDF Montrouge’s business center:
•

For the French Red Cross, picking up plastic caps that are made into wheelchair components;

•

For French charity Les Chaussettes Orphelines, collecting used socks to make cotton rolls for
clothes donated to deprived people;

•

A book collection, sale proceeds of which will be donated to the Marie Curie Institute;

•

A coffee capsule collection to help create new jewelry.

Late 2020, the French Bloodtransfusion Society
launched a blood donation campaign.
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Working at TDF means
Helping others during the pandemic
During the Spring 2020 lockdown, we donated 10 laptops to French charity Energie
Jeunes.
This charity-run initiative set out to help 10 to 14-year-old
school pupils without PC access to learn from home.
Drawing on its sponsors, Energie Jeunes gave 500 laptops to
the schools involved, which then passed them on to pupils in
French regions Île-de-France, Hauts-de-France and Grand Est.
This was a great human, social and kind operation!
View

Energie

Jeunes’

thank

you

video

https://energiejeunes.fr/projet-solidaire-un-ordinateur-pourtravailler/
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Working at TDF means
Helping others during the pandemic
We decided to pay out a one-off €500 bonus to our people in December
2020.
All TDF SAS permanent and temporary employees (including interns and trainees), whose
gross pay from December 2019 to November 2020 was lower than €50,000, received this
bonus.
Despite Covid and repeated lockdowns, all TDF staff managed to stay working. This
included 500 front-line workers (accounting for 35% of TDF’s workforce) who carried on
working on site, while sticking closely to Covid guidelines.

TDF Group Human Resources Director Christophe Maximilien said:
“This bonus is reward for our people’s outstanding work, especially front-line staff, during this unprecedented
year. It will be a regular feature and comes on top of our existing staff pay and benefits”.
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Working at TDF means
Covid adjustments
In December 2020, staff joined forces to help produce TDF’s 2021 new year card and video.

142 portraits
make up this card showcasing TDF
people.

View the 2021 New
Year Card here

This was a chance to recognize the
outstanding job done by our
people
in
very
tricky
circumstances, striving to connect
up French communities and
people to mobile telephony, DTT
and radio, everywhere and faster.
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3
Environment

We ask our subsidiaries to:
o Take a precautionary approach to environmental
issues.
o Take the initiative to promote greater environmental
responsibility.
o Foster development and spreading of
environmentally-friendly technologies.
In 2020, we continued to take action to cut energy consumption and
manage toxic products.

Landscape integration
We have a very large stock of sites throughout France’s urban and rural areas. When
necessary or recommended by French certified architects, we integrate our antennas to
blend in with the surroundings.
Equipment integration means broadcasting sites can
either have a specific look or blend with surroundings.

Placement of a fake chimney masking an
antenna

A tree mast erected near a Roman church
listed as a historical monument.

Site integration solutions vary considerably.
We can focus on color matching, e.g. antennas against a building
facade or vary a mast’s paint, play with the physical shapes, e.g.
Antennas built into buildings, or reorganize areas, e.g. land
development. This is all about minimizing the equipment’s visual
impact by first, focusing on selecting the right location in a
property complex and second, choosing less visible solutions use of special structures or putting equipment together in the
middle of a rooftop and so on.
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Equipment camouflaging
In 2020, TDF adopted equipment integration for overseas sites like here in Polynesia.

Palm tree mast in Papeete....

… and in Moorea-Tiahura

A green painted mast in Hiitia
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Cut energy consumption
Since our 2011 digital switchover and we stopped servicing analog TV that heated up
our transmission rooms, we have introduced tech solutions to maintain an acceptable
ambient temperature in our premises so that employees can work in comfort and
production buildings do not deteriorate.

TDF continues to study various ways to use renewable energy.
However, we should point out that our departments delivering
24/7 services need a constant and totally reliable source of power.
This requirement means that it is tricky to use self-generated
wind or solar power systems let alone hybrid systems.
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Cut energy consumption
Solar panels
In 2019, we installed solar panels at six production sites.
In 2019, TDF trialled solar panels at six production sites. To do so, IoT sensors
fixed on masts measured the exact amount of energy that the system generated.
Following a 2020 study, results showed that solar panels save a site’s energy
consumption by over 25%.

So TDF decided to roll out solar panels to a hundred further sites in 2021 with a view to saving more than
45 tons of CO2 emissions per year.
Solar panel facts
•

10 solar panels per site each with 3kWp generating capacity

•

We installed sub-counters on each site to analyze power generated and consumption
of customers’ hosted hardware

•

Customers are also allowed to set up their hardware under our solar panels. Placing
equipment in the shade reduces power required to keep computer rooms cool.
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Cut energy consumption
Solar or hybrid power overseas
New sites are powered by solar
power alone or hybrid solar
plus electricity generators.
Two examples in Polynesia

100% solar power in Moorea-Maharepa

Hybrid power in Arue

The solar park at the Pointe Ita New
Caledonia site was replaced in 2020.
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Cut energy consumption
Airway beacons
Ultra-high masts or those that reach controlled airspace are legally obliged to have day and
night lit beacons to warn civil aircraft about an obstacle.
Every year, we replace old beacons by high- and medium-power LED lights on a couple of
masts.
In 2020, beacons were added to four broadcasting sites: Dunkirk - Monts-des-Cats, DijonNuits-Saint-Georges , Caen- Mont-Pinçon, Bergerac-Audrix.

This energy efficiency and security innovation
means we can:
o
o
o
o

Modernize our facilities
Reduce the mast's maintenance work in
view of improved reliability
Halve energy consumption
Cut costs
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Carbon footprint
“Low Carbon Community”
We launched our Low Carbon Community in July 2020
The purpose of this community is to appeal to our people to come up with sensible
consumption cutting ideas that may involve reducing scrap, waste and pointless
consumption, so as to eventually cut our carbon footprint.

In 2020, 15 staff from various TDF
departments and divisions met together
to talk via four virtual workshops.
Several ideas were noted in relation to
various fields including IT, coffee
machine rubbish, FM Antennas, site airconditioning and the vehicle pool. Some
ideas were simple and low-cost, others
were harder and more expensive to
implement.

Project
Manager
Vincent
Valdelièvre said: “I’m sure we really need our
people on board to write and roll out a Groupwide
environmental
transition
policy.
Teamwork is necessary for specific simple ideas,
as it is for harder ideas. This exercise will ofcourse give us many more creative ideas while
also raising people’s awareness and bringing
them on board”.
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Hazardous material management
Ion detectors
Since 2016, we have replaced Ionization smoke detectors at our production
sites,
by photoelectric sensors.
To do so, the French Nuclear Safety Authority's listed suppliers provide us support.

Why replace ion detectors?
Ionization smoke detectors can
be found at 40% of our big
sites.
They
contain
a
radioactive element, which is
no health risk for employees in
the premises provided the
detector is in good condition.

In 2020,
193 detectors were
withdrawn.
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Hazardous material management
Environmentally protected facilities & Asbestos
Environmentally protected
facilities
After

the French Environmental Code issued

updated specifications, in 2017 we launched a

Asbestos
TDF outsources work on asbestos-containing materials
and products to regulatory certified companies
complying with personal safety requirements.

related documentation.

In the light of developments in our operations, we
issued a new safety policy in 2016 to prevent risk of
exposure to asbestos.

The program lasted until quarter 3 2018.

In 2020 we conducted a site safety campaign involving
asbestos removal and encapsulation at 518 sites.

program to list all such facilities and update

This was followed first by a data listing and then
by ensuring all statements were compliant. In

Radon
In 2020, we began a radon risk assessment of our sites.

2020, all compulsory half-year audits were

We have installed radon rate measures at 63 sites. We

completed. We are currently writing an action

did not find any breach of regulatory limits.

plan with a view to cutting the number of our

However, in order to cut radon air pollution, we had to

environmentally high risk facilities by half.

introduce solutions like sealing.
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4
Combating Corruption

We ask our companies to take steps
to combat all forms of corruption
including extortion and bribery.
In 2020, we stepped up our anti-corruption training even more.

Anti-corruption
In 2020, TDF Group tightened its anti-corruption rules.
Training continued adapted to Covid guidelines.

93
employees
underwent
the online
training
in 2020

We provided online training for sales and procurement department
people to help them control and recognize all corruption-related issues.
This 1hr 15 mins session taught relevant staff about rules, adopting anticorruption best practices and changing everyday high-risk behavior.

Sapin 2 anti-corruption training participants’ testimonies
”Nice, user-friendly navigation and real-life situations that make you think”
“Really comprehensive and top class. I told my friends about it. Thank you for this!”
“I realize I had a lot to learn!” »
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Anti-corruption
Every year we produce a chart of corruption risks
The chart is reviewed by the Audit Committee and shareholders.

First risk chart
completed in
2013, four
years before
the French
Sapin 2 Act was
introduced

Based on around thirty staff interviews and fifty or so training sessions for
staff from all departments and divisions, we have identified corruption
scenarios, analyzed their importance, assessed whether our anticorruption rules suffice and introduced an action plan to continue our
campaign to eliminate corruption.

Our shareholders’ 2020 testimonies about our corruption risk chart:
“This is the most detailed risk analysis that I’ve ever read, and the fact that you update it every year makes it even
better. I will use it as an example when I talk to other companies, specifically your annual updates and how you
present results.”
“I think your detailed risk analysis chart is fantastic, I haven’t seen any better chart to date.”
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5
And more…

ISO 27001
In the fall of 2020, Bureau Veritas Certification once
again certified TDF datacenters ISO 27001 (IT data
security management).

Ongoing

These audits confirmed that our IT
security controls work well and comply
with regulatory, data security and IT
facility quality requirements.

continuous
improvement
Zero non-

activities

compliance
Audits of the

Data security

Montrouge head

certificate

office, the Lilas

confirmed

TDF Campus and
the Rennes
datacenter
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Innovation
In-house and external events
We sometimes arrange "Innovation Café" events to build staff
awareness of future market trends or about tech, environmental or society
issues.
2020's topics included:
o 5G tech, environmental and societal issues
o Goals of Smart Cities - Wifi, IoT, 5G etc

We also organize visits to our research laboratories for
our external stakeholders so as to show them our
groundbreaking projects and so they can talk with our
experts.
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